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QuickTime Toolkit Volume Two: Advanced Movie Playback and Media Types (QuickTime Developer Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
"Buried inside QuickTime are a host of powerful tools for creating, delivering, and playing digital media. The official QuickTime documentation explains 'what' each API function does. But knowing what each function does isn't enough to allow a developer to take full advantage of QuickTime. QuickTime Toolkit fills in the...
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Unity Multiplayer GamesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your gaming development skills into the online multiplayer arena by harnessing the power of Unity 4 or 3. This is not a dry tutorial - it uses exciting examples and an enthusiastic approach to bring it all to life.


	Overview

	
		Create a variety of multiplayer games and apps in the Unity 4 game engine,...
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Game Character Creation with Blender and UnitySybex, 2012

	A complete guide to creating usable, realistic game characters with two powerful tools


	Creating viable game characters requires a combination of skills. This book teaches game creators how to create usable, realistic game assets using the power of an open-source 3D application and a free game engine. It presents a...
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Unity 2018 Augmented Reality Projects: Build four immersive and fun AR applications using ARkit, ARCore, and VuforiaPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create engaging Augmented Reality (AR) applications with Unity 3D that can be experienced with devices such as HoloLens and Daydream

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the principles of AR application development
	
			Work with the most popular sensors used in AR games and applications across...
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Microsoft ASP.NET Web Matrix Starter KitMicrosoft Press, 2003
Have you ever gone to a great Web site and said to yourself, “I sure wish I  could do that?” This hands-on book shows you exactly how. It’s a task-oriented,  no-frills introduction, specifically for programming novices, to the cool world  of programming the Web by using the power of Microsoft ASP.NET Web Matrix—an...
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Away3D 3.6 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Away3D is an impressive technology, and this book is focused on showing you how to create practical and fun 3D Flash applications with plenty of step-by-step examples, tips to help you avoid common mistakes, plain English explanations of the concepts and techniques used by Away3D, and honest advice to help you understand some of the...
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Oracle9i Administration and ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002


	With Oracle8 and Oracle8i, Oracle Corporation began a trend in database modernization

	that has culminated in the Oracle9i release. Many consider Oracle9i to actually be

	8.2; I would argue that with the multitude of new features, structures, and capabilities,

	9i qualifies as a new release.





	Oracle’s power...
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Java & Databases (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2002
Of interest to programmers, database managers, systems designers, and multimedia academics, this book describes the use of the programming language Java in data storage management control. Some topics are Java and OQL, the seamless persistence option for Java, implementing a search engine using an OODBA, triggers in Java-based...
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Joomla! E-Commerce with VirtueMartPackt Publishing, 2009
VirtueMart is a widely used component for adding e-commerce to a Joomla! site. VirtueMart covers all the aspects of e-commerce in an easy-to-use fashion and allows administrators to configure the various factors such as those of the shop, selling workflow, payment, products, and more. It also has many other features, which include managing...
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The Definitive Guide to SQLite (Expert's Voice in Open Source)Apress, 2010

	The Definitive Guide to SQLite, Second Edition is your one-stop resource for integrating one of the most advanced and innovative open source database management systems into your development projects. SQLite is freely-available and comes with an amazingly small foot print of less than 300 kilobytes for a full-blown implementation....
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Extending DockerPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get the first book on the market that shows you how to extend the capabilities of Docker using plugins and third-party tools
	
		Master the skills of creating various plugins and integrating great tools in order to enhance the functionalities of Docker
	
		A practical and learning guide...
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Google Hacks: Tips & Tools for Finding and Using the World's InformationO'Reilly, 2006
Everyone knows that Google lets you search billions of web pages. But few people realize that Google also gives you hundreds of cool ways to organize and play with information.

Since we released the last edition of this bestselling book, Google has added many new features and services to its expanding...
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